Estimates for the imaginary parts of the zeros of a polynomial are obtained as a function of its L2 norm on an interval with respect to an arbitrary weight. The resulting inequality is sharp. Orthogonal polynomials with respect to the given weight are used as the main tool. Simple consequences are deduced and V norms are also considered.
1. Some twenty years ago, P. Turan [9] , [10] started the study of the location of the zeros of a polynomial given its development in terms of a set of polynomials orthogonal on an interval of the real axis. This turned out to be specially useful for dealing with the imaginary parts of the zeros and was carried further by other people, notably by W. Specht [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . It is the purpose of this note to establish some results of this type; they are refinements of inequalities due to Specht. be polynomials orthonormal on (a, b) with respect to the weight function (x>(x). Any polynomial of degree n,
(1) foz) = b0 + bxz + ---+ bnzn can be expanded in terms of the orthonormal polynomials i"B(z):
(2) foz) = aj¥0(z) + axWx(z) + ■■■+ anWniz). We prove the following theorem which sharpens this result. Theorem 1. Let t,x, £2, ■ • • , £" be the zeros of the polynomial (2).
Then (3) n-l n 2\l/2 h=l Qn \ fc=n an '
In \*=0
with equality if and only ifa0=ax = -• •=a"_2 = 0 and Re(an_x¡an)=0.
Proof.
We start with the identity t\aX = í"\fix)\2oJix)dx= l/l». We can easily deduce a comparable inequality from Theorem 1. Incidentally, this proof yields the following corollary.
with xI<j»1<x2<-
Then, for any real number c, the zeros of the polynomial h(x)=f(x) + icg(x) are all in the half strip Im z_0, xxS Re zSxn, or all in the conjugate half strip.
Indeed, fox) and g(x) are orthogonal on an interval (a, b) containing (xx, xn) with respect to an appropriate weight function and the above reasoning applies.
5. It should be noted that other inequalities relating the expressions Jg., |Im Q and (f* |/(x)|"co(x) dx)1'" can be deduced from the theorem of M. Riesz-Thorin (see [11, p. 95] ). We now assume that the interval (a, b) is bounded. Let/(z) be a polynomial of the form (2). Then using the inequalities
/,á(íW)iv*)rf*r Proof. Without changing the value of the right-hand side of (8), we can assume that Im £fr=0 for k=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. In the present case an=llq"
and we have, from (4), (qtlq") + an^xqn_x= ~2Li £*, and consequently |fl,i_1| = |Ima"_1|=-L2lIm^l-
Now, using (7) we get 
